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Welcome
We warmly welcome you and your child to Bridge Darebin’s Short Day Care.
Your child’s welfare and development is our highest priority, and it is our aim
to provide the best level of care and education possible.
Bridge Darebin has been providing outstanding child care in Thornbury for
over 20 years, led by passionate, supportive, experienced educators.
Our Thornbury site has a bush setting and nature-based outdoor undercover
play area, providing a safe, stimulating, nurturing environment for children
to be curious, explore and learn through play.
We believe early education is an extension of the home environment and
that the family is the most important influence in, as well as the primary

source of, information about each child. Therefore, we aim to establish
positive, open, honest and trusting partnerships with parents, caregivers
and families to ensure that we constantly meet the ever-changing needs of
children and contemporary families.
The key to providing high quality early education relies on the delivery of
exceptional programming by professionals who recognise, and believe in,

the importance of enriching the lives of young people; staff expertise is
based on sound principles and practices and their work takes place in firstrate facilities with access to abundant and sustainably thought-out
resources.
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Our Team
Our staff are all fully qualified and have a wealth of industry experience between
them. They are all incredibly passionate about children's education, health and
wellbeing, and work very hard to build and maintain a positive and trusting
relationship with the children and their families . The team have been working
together as close-knit colleagues for over seven years, bringing an air of
familiarity and camaraderie to the service.

Chamini and Nayana joined us in Term 3 2015. They have all completed
their Diploma in Children’s Services qualification and have commenced their
childcare career with us; both speak Sinhalese.

Child Care Manager Adriana has over seven years experience in the early
childhood sector and has worked across childcare and sessional kindergartens.
She holds a Diploma in Early Childhood and Child Psychology and is currently
studying towards a Bachelor of Education.
Adriana has a passion for mindful teaching and believes it supports children to
become aware of their emotional needs, helping them grow into resilient and
capable little beings.

Anoma has a Diploma in Children’s Services and joined the team in 2020. Anoma
speaks Sinhalese.

Shanthi is a qualified Certificate III in Children’s Services educator and speaks
Cantonese and Malaysian. She has been with our centre since 2018.

All our staff hold current First Aid/CPR/Asthma/Anaphylaxis certificates as well
as WWCC and have signed a code of conduct.

Sandy is a qualified Diploma of Children’s Services educator. Sandy speaks
Cantonese and has worked with Bridge Darebin since 2012.
Vesna trained at Bridge Darebin's Preston Neighbourhood House and
commenced work in 2014. Vesna gained her Certificate III in Children's Services
qualification in 2013, and graduated top of her class. Vesna speaks Croation.
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Team Philosophy
At Bridge Darebin Child Care, we aim to provide a high-quality service for all
attending children and their families, by facilitating a program that delivers a
holistic learning experience.
Our program is child initiated, child directed and adult supported, which means
it's the role of the educators to make, possible and support the children’s
learning.
We believe in providing a safe, stimulating, nurturing, supportive and openended environment for the children to be curious, to explore and to learn

We also encourage open, respectful and honest communication which leads us
to shared decision making with the children and their families.
Relationships between colleagues are based on the same principles and we
work as a team to ensure consistency in the care of the children. We always

share our knowledge and experiences together.
We believe in providing an inclusive program that represents the different
cultures in the community, by encouraging families and community members to
be part of the children’s education.

through play. We give every child unlimited opportunities to develop a love of
learning.

We are committed to child safety. We want children to be safe, happy and
empowered. We support and respect all children, as well as our staff and

We help children to develop their confidence, independence, creativity,
curiosity, imagination and enthusiasm, as well as encourage their co-operation,
collaboration and exploration skills, that will set up solid foundations for their
future.

volunteers. We are committed to the cultural safety of all - including Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander children and all children from a culturally and/or
linguistically diverse background – as well providing a safe environment for
children with a disability.

We respect each child’s individual strengths and differences, and believe that
children should learn in a supportive environment and at their own pace

Bridge Darebin children services has a commitment to continuous improvement
and maintaining a culture of ongoing reflection and self-review. Effective

according to the Early Years Learning Framework. This is done by guiding,
facilitating, scaffolding, supporting and co-constructing in order to direct
children towards outcomes for learning. Educators are actively involved in the
children’s learning through positive interactions.

evaluation, self-review and open communications enables our service to
continuously improve our policies, procedures and practices as well as the
learning outcomes for all children.

Relationships with children and families are based on mutual respect between
each other's gender identity, culture, background and abilities.
5
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Team Values
Our educators strive to ensure that all families and their children feel included
and know that they can contribute ideas to us at any time. We value your input
and believe that it will assist children to develop their confidence, wellbeing and
sense of belonging.
We know children learn best through play and interactions with both their
environment and social worlds and encourage children to actively take part by
exploring, making choices, discovering, creating and having fun.
All children are capable learners and our educational environments provide

At Bridge Darebin Child Care we work with a variety of professionals in our local
community to achieve the best for all children in the early years. We have strong
relationships with members of our local council and use these ties to access
education for our staff and families, additional resources to help cater for the
differing needs and abilities of all children in our local area and share information
about community projects and events.
Our educators believe in, and will adhere to, the Early Childhood Australia Code
of Ethics in which the protection and wellbeing of children is paramount. The
Code of Ethics can be viewed at www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au.

stimulating, challenging and open-ended experiences that reflect each child’s
individual abilities and understandings.

As educators we will facilitate the children’s learning through positive
interactions, guidance, role modelling, encouragement, scaffolding, intentional
teaching and, most importantly, listening to the children.
We refer to the “Victorian Early Years Learning and Framework” as well as
“Belonging, Being, Becoming” to guide our educational practice and programs
and evaluate children’s learning.

The framework can be viewed at www.education.vic.gov.au
www.education.gov.au/early-years-learning-framework
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Approved Provider

Our Service Rating

Our service operates within Preston Neighbourhood House Inc, trading as
Bridge Darebin. It is approved by the Department of Education and Early
Childhood (DEECD) to provide education and care for 40 children, aged from 6
months to 6 years., licensed as a Limited Hours Type 2 License under the
Victorian Children's Services Regulations.

The National Quality Standard is accompanied by a national quality rating and
assessment process.
Each service receives a rating for each quality area and an overall rating. These
ratings must be displayed by the service and are published on the ACECQA
(Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality Authority) and the My Child
websites.

National Quality Framework
The National Quality Framework came into effect in 2012. It involved the
introduction and implementation of the Education and Care Services National
Regulations (2011) The Education and Care Services National Law Act (2010) and
the National Quality Standard (2011).

This aim of this reform was to deliver a higher standard of care for children in
the critical areas of education, health and safety and to provide clearer and
comprehensive information for families so they can choose the best services for
their child.
The National Quality Standard is linked to the Victorian Early Years Learning and
Development Framework (VEYLDF) which has been designed to advance all
children’s learning and development from birth to 8 years by supporting all early
childhood professionals to work together and with families to support all
children to achieve the learning and development outcomes.
This framework outlines the fundamental components to inform and guide
educators in the delivery of consistent and high-quality experiences and
programs across all approved services.
For more information on the National Quality Framework, see acecqa.gov.au
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There are five rating levels within the national quality rating and assessment
process:
▪ Significant Improvement Required: Indicates that a service is not meeting the
National Quality Standard & the regulator is working closely with the service
to immediately improve its quality (otherwise the service’s approval to
operate will be withdrawn).
▪ Working Towards: Indicates that a service is working towards meeting the
National Quality Standard.
▪ Meets National Quality Standard: Indicates that a service is meeting the
National Quality Standard.
▪ Exceeds National Quality Standard: Indicates that a service is exceeding the
National Quality Standard.
▪ Excellent: Indicates that a service demonstrates excellence and is recognized
as a sector leader.
Our service is Not Yet Classified under the National Quality Standard. Ratings are
carried out by the National Quality Standard regulators according to their
schedule and we are yet to be reviewed. We strive for our service to meet an
Excellent rating.
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Our Centre
Child Care operates from Monday to Friday 9am – 4 pm and is available to all
children from 6 months to school age.
We are located at 131 Shaftesbury Parade, Thornbury.

Important Closure Dates for 2022
19TH JANUARY ....................... First day back for children
26TH JANUARY ....................... Australia day Public holiday
14TH MARCH ............................ Labour Day Public Holiday
15ND APRIL ............................... Good Friday
18TH APRIL ............................... Easter Monday

19TH APRIL ...............................
13TH JUNE ...............................
23TH SEPTEMBER ...................
1ND NOVEMBER .....................
17TH DECEMBER .....................

8

Easter Tuesday
Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday
Friday before Grand final (to be confirmed)
Melbourne Cup Day
Last day for the children (to be confirmed)
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Enrolment

Priority of Access

Our service accepts enrolments of children aged between 6 months to school
age. Enrolments will be accepted providing:
a) The maximum daily attendance does not exceed the licensed capacity of the
service
b) A vacancy is available for the booking required
c) The adult to child ratio is maintained in each room
d) Priority of access guidelines are adhered to

Our service aims to assist families who are most in need and may prioritise filling
vacancies with children who are :
▪ At risk of serious abuse or neglect
▪ A child of a sole parent who satisfies, or parents who both satisfy, the activity
test through paid employment

Complying Written Arrangement (CWA)

Immunisation

Families commencing care at the service are required to complete an enrolment
form. This enrolment form, and acceptance of the items contained within the
form, will be used as a Complying Written Arrangement (CWA) for Child Care
Subsidy purposes and will enable our service to receive government funding on
behalf of the family.
Where there are certain changes to the individual CWA for care between our
service and an individual, the arrangement must be updated in writing.

In an effort to improve childhood immunisation rates, the Victorian Government

Families must complete a Child Care Subsidy assessment to check eligibility and
entitlements to CCS. This can be done online through myGov. (See Fees and
Child Care Subsidy section for further details).

amended the Public Health and Wellbeing Act 2008. The amendments came into
effect in 2016 and mean that early childhood education and care services cannot

confirm enrolment of a child unless the parent/carer has provided
documentation that shows the child:
▪ Is fully vaccinated for their age, or
▪ Is on a recognised catch-up schedule if their child has fallen behind with their
vaccinations, or
▪ Has a medical reason not to be vaccinated
"Conscientious objection" to vaccination is not an exemption.
Families must provide an Immunisation History Statement from the Australian
Childhood Immunisation Register (ACIR) as evidence of immunisation.

9
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Information Required for Enrolment Records
EMERGENCY CONTACTS
It is a legal requirement for the service to have the names and telephone
numbers of emergency contacts. Parents need to ensure the people who are
listed as emergency contacts are aware of their responsibility. Details of
emergency contacts, as well as the name, address and telephone number of the
child’s doctor must be supplied before care can commence.
Parents must notify the service immediately if there are any changes to
emergency contacts. This information is vital in case of an emergency and
parents cannot be contacted. The information is maintained on the child’s file.

CUSTODY & ACCESS ORDERS
Natural parents have access to their child at any time unless court orders
relating to the child state otherwise. If there are court orders regarding your
child, the service must have a copy of the current order. If the service does not
have a copy of the current order then staff are unable to deny the natural
parent access. It is the parent’s responsibility to notify the service as soon as
possible and provide copies of any details that are changed.
Families cannot use the service as a mutual drop zone for delivery and collection
of children under court orders without consultation and approval by the Centre
Director.

MEDICAL INFORMATION
If your child has a medical condition:

▪ You must disclose any allergies or medical conditions at time of enrolment
▪ You must provide a medical management plan, usually prepared by a doctor
▪ A risk minimisation plan is prepared by the team leader in conjunction with
the parents to take any precautions that may be needed
▪ You must provide any relevant medications (i.e asthma puffer, EpiPen, etc)
labelled and visible to all staff
▪ Asthma puffers and EpiPen will stay out of the children’s reach
▪ Staff will adjust aspects of the program to accommodate the child’s needs
▪ Staff will at all times monitor the child’s wellbeing
▪ Staff will at all times follow the medical management plan as well as the risk
management plan
▪ Open communication between staff and parents is encouraged to review any
changes in the child’s situation
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All issues regarding custody and access orders are maintained as highly
confidential.
PHOTO CONSENT
Parents are asked to sign a photo consent form upon enrolment. This will give
the staff permission to take photos of your child while at the centre. These
photos are used for program planning purposes and displayed in the reflection
book, the portfolios and around the room.
You may also give permission for your child’s photos to be used for publicity for
Bridge Darebin, including on social media and our website.
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Orientation
Most children experience some anxiety leaving their parents for the first
time. Our orientation program is flexible to suit individual families. It is very
important that both parents and staff work together to make this transition
as smooth as possible for the child.
It is generally accepted that most children will cry at some stage during the
separation period. Educators are attentive to the needs of children and
parents during this time and will re-assure / assist where necessary. It is
recommended that educators and parents work together closely during this
period to decide together the extent of time that a child is left. It is generally
recommended that the time a child is left is minimal to begin with and then to
build up from an hour or so, to two and then four. Each child responds
differently depending on their previous experience, social and emotional
skills and temperament. Please bring any comfort items that your child may
have (dummy, teddy bear, blanket) as this may help in the settling process.
It is important to talk to your child at home about child care to help prepare
them for their new experience. It is also important to say “goodbye” before
leaving the centre & reassure them that you will be back to pick them up.

During orientation, staff will observe the child and discuss with parents if
they need more or less time to settle into the program. Parents are
encouraged to give their opinion about the settling process, as each child has
individual needs. Parents are welcome to call to check about their child at any
time.
You can view our Enrolment and Orientation Policy in the children’s room.
11
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Privacy Policy
To fulfil its statutory obligations necessary to operate the service and to provide
the highest standard of service, our organisation is required to collect personal
information about the children and parents/guardians using our service before
and during the course of their child/children’s enrolment in our service.
Our service and all its educators are committed to protecting children’s and
parent’s / guardian’s privacy whilst abiding by the National Privacy Principles,
now an integral part of the Privacy Act 1988.
What information do we collect, why and how is it used?
Basic details are usually collected directly from parents/guardians such as
names, addresses, phone contacts and it is also necessary for our educators to
collect details regarding children’s name, date of birth, medical details, health,

routines, likes and dislikes, which make up a personal data profile. Some of the
information we collect is to satisfy the service’s legal obligations under the
Education and Care Services National Law Act (2010) and the Education and Care
Services National Regulations (2011).
We are also required to collect and hold information regarding families’ Child
Care Subsidy entitlements and this information is vital to enable us to provide

the best possible individual care for children and for processing payments.
Naturally much of the children and parents/guardians information is determined
to be of a strictly personal nature and at times it might be regarded as
"sensitive", and therefore not the sort of information that would be
unnecessarily disclosed.
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Parent/guardiansare therefore assured that:
▪ Information collected will only be used by our child care professionals to
enable them to deliver care of the highest standards to fulfil its statutory
obligations necessary to operate the service
▪ Information collected including identifying CRN numbers, will not be
disclosed to anyone not associated with the care of your child/children
without your express consent, then only used or disclosed for the service’s
primary purpose unless otherwise directed by specified lawful authority
▪ Reasonable steps are taken to ensure children and parent’s/guardian’s
information collected is accurate, complete and up to date. Personal
information collected is securely held and protected from misuse or loss and
from unauthorised access or disclosure
▪ You are free to seek access to the information held about you and your
child/children, and access is provided without undue delay; it may entail the
inspection of your child/children’s records or the provision of copies of the
information
▪ There will be no charges made for requesting this information but there may
be a fee levied to cover the cost associated with the processing of this
request, depending on the extent of the request
▪ Should the occasion arise, unless there is a good practical or legal reason to
require identification, parents/guardians or other individuals have the option
to provide information anonymously
A full copy of our Privacy Policy is available upon request.
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Fees & Child Care Subsidy

Bond

Families are liable for session fees as accepted in their Complying Written
Arrangement (CWA). If a family is entitled to Child Care Subsidy (CCS) then that
subsidy will be paid directly to the service. The gap between the service’s daily
charge & the CCS is then payable by the family via Direct Debit.

Upon commencement at the centre, a bond equal to two week’s fees is to be
paid. The bond is calculated on the full fee, not the reduced fee (gap) after child
care subsidy is applied.
Parents must give two weeks’ notice of withdrawing from the centre or forfeit the
two week’s bond payment. If the child is absent in this notice period families will
not be entitled to receive Child Care Subsidy for the absences so full fees will apply.

Payment Method

Absences
Our service runs 48 weeks of the year (4 weeks break over Christmas). While
fees are paid weekly, your child is booked across the whole year (48 weeks).
Direct debit payments are to be set up via Debit Success – this will be discussed
with you at your time of enrolment.

Normal fees are charged for all absences that fall on a child’s booked days
including sick days and gazetted Public Holidays.

Enrolment Administration Fee

Public Holidays

When a place is offered, a once-off $50 enrolment administration fee is payable.

The centre is closed on all public holidays and normal fees apply.

This is a non-refundable amount that holds the space for your child & subsidizes
the administration associated with your child’s enrolment.

Late Pick Up Fee

Overdue fees
The centre closes at 4pm. A late fee will be charged at $20 per 10 minutes (or
part thereof) after 4pm.
If your fees fall into arrears for 2 weeks or more, your child’s place will be
suspended until payment is received.

13
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Please note: it is important to ring the centre if you are going to be later than
the designated pick up time, so staff/child ratios can be maintained at all times.
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Child Care Subsidy
ELIGIBILITY
The Child Care Subsidy (CCS) is the main way the Government assists families
with their child care fees. Some basic requirements must be satisfied for an
individual to be eligible to receive the Child Care Subsidy for a child. These
include:
▪ the age of the child (must be aged 13 or under and not attending secondary
school, except in certain circumstances where an individual may be eligible
for a child who does not meet this criteria, such as children with a disability or
medical condition in certain circumstances)
▪ the child meeting immunisation requirements
▪ the individual, or their partner, meeting the residency requirements listed in
the legislation.
In addition, to be eligible for Child Care Subsidy the individual must be liable to
pay for care provided, the care must be delivered in Australia by an approved
child care provider, and not be part of a compulsory education program.
REGISTERING
Every family whose children attend child care should register to the Child Care
Subsidy by following these three steps:
1) Create a Centrelink account online

2) Create a My Gov account online
3) Apply for the Child Care Subsidy via my.gov.au

14
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LEVEL OF ENTITLEMENT
There are three factors that determine a family's level of Child Care Subsidy:
▪ Combined annual family income
▪ Activity test – the activity level of both parents
▪ Service type – type of child care service and whether the child attends school
The Child Care Subsidy is paid directly to service providers to be passed on to
families as a fee reduction. Families make a co-contribution to their child care
fees, paying the provider the difference between the fee charged and subsidy
amount.
There is also targeted additional fee assistance for vulnerable families through
the Child Care Safety Net.

ABSENCES FROM CHILD CARE
Under the law, you are still entitled to receive Child Care Subsidy if your child is
unable to attend approved child care and you are charged a fee, up to 42
absence days in the financial year. These can be used for any reason and will not
require proof and include public holidays. In addition to your 42 days of ‘initial
absences’ the Government may continue to pay Child Care Subsidy on your
behalf for additional absence days approved under the additional absence
provisions (please ask if you require further information regarding these
conditions).

14

Child Care Subsidy (continued)
Important note on absences
You cannot claim Child Care Subsidy for absences if your child has not started
care or has stopped care. You also cannot claim Child Care Subsidy for absences
if you have notified your child care service you are taking your child out of care
on a set date and then change your mind and remove your child earlier.
Therefore if your child is absent during the two week notice period you will not
be entitled to receive Child Care Subsidy so full fees will apply.

ACCESSING FURTHER INFORMATION
Visit the Department of Human Services Child Care Subsidy website
https://www.servicesaustralia.gov.au/individuals/services/centrelink/child-caresubsidy
Families can identify which payments they may be entitled to receive, including
the Child Care Subsidy, through online Payment and Service Finder at
www.humanservices.gov.au/paymentfinder

STATEMENT OF ENTITLEMENT
Once per fortnight we provide a Statement of Entitlement to parents eligible for

COMPLAINTS OR CONCERNS (relating to subsidies)

Child Care Subsidy for children enrolled in our service. The statement includes

If you have a complaint or concern regarding your fees or Statement of

details of the sessions of care provided & the resulting fee reduction amounts.
Statements of Entitlement are issued to ensure that families have a clear

Entitlement please contact the Manager:
Tel: (03) 9480 0466

understanding of the fees they have been charged, what those fees have been
charged for and how their Child Care Subsidy has offset those charges.

Email: childcare@bridgedarebin.org.au

FURTHER INFORMATION
In addition to the fortnightly Statement of Entitlement from our service, parents
have access to information through their Centrelink online account and will
received periodic notifications.

The Department of Education provides a Child Care tip-off line which can be
used by parents, providers or their employees to raise concerns about practices
relating to the management of subsidies.
Tel: 1800 664 231
Email: tipoffline@education.gov.au

Parents can view their determination of entitlement (the outcome, decisions &
calculations of entitlement) at any time using their Centrelink online account.
Parents will receive a notice of all determinations of entitlement during each
quarter from Centrelink.
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Daily Routines – Drop Off & Pick Up of Children
Always bring your child into the room and speak to staff to make sure they
know your child has arrived. Children must not be left without a staff member
present.
Always sign your child into and out of the centre via Xplor. It is a DHHS
requirement that this process is completed. In the case of an emergency or lock
down, the sign in book is used to account for all children in the centre.
Written advice is to be given to the service if the person to collect your child
differs from the enrolment record. Proof of identification may be required and
only nominated people can collect children.
Children will not be allowed to leave the centre with:
▪ Any person whose name is not on the enrolment form (unless prior written

notice is given)
▪ A parent who is prohibited by a court order from having contact with the
child
▪ Any person who appears intoxicated, under the influence of drugs, or
otherwise unwell
All people collecting children must be a minimum of 16 years of age, unless in
exceptional circumstances when approval must be sought from the Director.
Families are asked to ensure that the entry gate is properly closed behind you
when entering and leaving the premises. Please do not let any children other
than your own out of the gate. Educators will supervise the existing children and
make sure that all children leave the centre safely with their parents.

16
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It is imperative that children do not know the code to the
safety gate. Children are not permitted to key in the code at
the gate. We understand that some children find this fun,
however the coded gate is in place for all children’s safety &
we simply cannot have children knowing the code or how
to operate the keypad.
CHILDREN MUST NOT USE THE SECURITY KEYPAD.
Personal Belongings
Parents are encouraged to clearly label all of their child’s belongings, as the
centre takes no responsibility for lost items.

Home Toys
Toys and valuable items should remain at home (with the exception of your
child’s comfort item). Within the centre, children feel that all toys are to be
shared, and conflict situations can arise if your child is attached to their toys.
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What to Bring

What Not to Bring

▪ A labelled bag containing a full change of clothes. Please provide extra
changes of clothes and underpants if your child is toilet training. (All clothes
to be labelled.)
▪ A labelled water bottle
▪ Healthy food such as fruit, sandwiches or vegetables.
▪ A hat and coat in the colder months and sun hat in warmer months. (See
“Sun Protection Policy” for further details regarding hats). Your child will be
applied with sunscreen before going outside in when the UV levels reach 3 or
above
▪ At least 3 nappies
▪ Already made-up bottles for babies, labelled
▪ Sleeping bag/sleeping comforts (we provide mattresses for older children)
▪ Anything your child may need to make him/her feel comfortable e.g., dummy,
soft toy

▪
▪
▪
▪

Any war toys or games as they may lead to violent play
Thongs, crocs or “slip on” shoes that are dangerous for outdoor play (i.e.
climbing)
Nuts, peanut butter, fruit bars, cakes, chocolate sweet biscuits or any other
confectionary
▪ It is preferable that children do not bring toys from home, unless they are a
security item. We encourage sharing within our centre, which can be difficult
for children with a favourite toy from home. Any that are brought from home
need to be well labelled as they tend to get mixed in with centre toys. If
children do bring toys from home, parents have the responsibility of
collecting them

Please always dress your child in comfortable closed shoes. No sandals or
thongs as they can be unsafe in a play environment.

Dangerous items in your child’s bag:
Bags are kept in the children’s rooms therefore they must not contain
dangerous items such as cigarettes, matches, medication and small items that
children could choke on. A separate child care only bag should be used to
prevent hazards from occurring.

As we encourage children to play with lots of sensory and sometimes messy
activities, we sometimes have the need to change their clothes. A change of

If you are bringing in medication to be administered to your child while they are
at the centre, ensure you hand the medication to staff on arrival and complete

clothes is a must. You can view our clothing and footwear policy in the children’s
room.

the appropriate written authorisation.
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Toilet Training
If you have started toilet training your child at home, please speak with the
team leader. It is important for us to support you through this process.
▪ Staff will make sure that the experience is positive and pleasant
▪ Staff will follow your lead and encourage the child to use the toilets (no
potty available)
▪ Parents are to supply several changes of labelled clothing
▪ Children’s soiled items will not be washed at the centre to prevent cross
infection

Nappies
Parents/guardians are required to provide a sufficient quantity of nappies
for their child for each childcare session.

Bridge Darebin will dispose of used nappies in a hygienic manner.

18
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Children’s Program

During Your Child’s Session

Our service aims to provide programs that cater for children’s physical,
intellectual, social and emotional needs, which respects individual differences
and offers creative play experiences that are non-discriminatory.

In the Child Care room there is a daily routine displayed for families. It outlines
how your child spends their time during the session. Routines for young children
are very important. It gives the child a sense of security and confidence as they
can predict what is coming next and therefore the child will have a sense of
belonging to the centre.

Our service encourages cooperative, non-aggressive play. Play materials that
enhance and encourage creative problem solving are offered.
The centre is based on mixed-age grouping, where children of all ages are
encouraged to play together. This provides opportunities for younger and older
children to learn from each other, with older, more competent children often
providing leadership and support to those who are younger and less capable.

Supervision
Our staff take supervision very seriously.
▪ Ratios are met at all times as per the Victorian Children’s Services Regulations
for a Limited Type 2 Service

▪ The environment is always set up in an appropriate way to keep children and
staff safe
▪ The staff will always position themselves where they can see and hear the
children
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• We start our day with handwashing and free-play across all areas
• We join together as a group to have a morning snack, perform an
Acknowledgement Of Country and sing a multicultural song
• Structured indoor and outdoor play (weather permitting) choices are offered
and this rounds out the morning activities; nappy changes are completed
before lunch
• Lunch is taken as a group and the children are then encouraged to pack up
their lunch boxes and water bottles
• Babies and toddlers have sleep time after lunch and older children have rest or
quiet time; those children not requiring a nap enjoy reading, drawing and
crafting activities
• Afternoon snacks are taken and napping changing before another chance for
indoor and outdoor play (weather permitting)
• Our final session before home time is as a group for a yarn or story and music
moments
• Children are encouraged to drink water all throughout the session
• Nappy changes happen as outlined above or as required
• Routines are flexible and can vary depending on the dynamic of the children,
the weather or what is happening on the day
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How Your Child is Planned For

Messy Play

Our program planning takes into consideration each child’s age, knowledge,
ideas, abilities, cultures and interests.
1) The educators collect information about children in different ways:
▪ Talking to children about what they like to play with
▪ Observing children while in play
▪ From parents
▪ Taking photos of children while they are playing
▪ Collecting art work from children
2) The educators document their observations into the program and reflect on
the information collected
3) All information is linked to the five learning outcomes of the EYLF
4) The educators plan and organise an appropriate new experience for the
children to extend on their learning
5) The daily routines and transitions are part of our learning program
6) Experiences are planned indoors and outdoors; children have a choice to
play anywhere they like
7) The observations and program is documented and displayed in the
children’s room in the reflection book and portfolios, and can be emailed to
parents
8) Families are encouraged to contribute to the program regularly
9) The program can be intentional when educators prepare a specific
experience with a goal in mind. Other experiences can be spontaneous
when educators respond to the children’s learning
10) The educators evaluate the program and make changes as necessary

At Bridge Darebin Child Care, children are encouraged to partake in Messy Play.
Why Messy Play?
▪ Children respond and express their feelings to what they see, hear, touch,
smell and taste

▪ Messy play encourages a positive approach to new experiences
▪ It offers the chance to practice fine motor skills, hand and eye coordination
and helps them discover different textures
▪ It allows children to speak, listen, negotiate, take turns and ask questions
▪ Messy Play helps children develop concentration, problem solving skills,
investigation and explore the world around them
▪ Messy Play offers children opportunities to use mathematical concepts like
counting, sorting, calculating and measurement. Numbers will be involved in
many activities providing opportunities to understand their symbolic
meaning
▪ Most importantly Messy Play allows children to create and build new
relationships with each other. It is particularly important for children with
special needs and children with English as their second language, as it helps
them get involved in group play
A doctor’s certificate should be provided to staff if your child can’t participate in
messy activities like sand, water, ice, finger painting, etc.

The framework can be viewed at www.education.vic.gov.au &
www.education.gov.au/early-years-learning-framework
20
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The Five Learning Outcomes
The Early Years Leaning Framework (EYLF) houses five learning outcomes,
which we embed in all of our programming.
Identity
▪ Children feel safe, secure, and supported

▪ Children develop their emerging autonomy, inter-dependence, resilience and
sense of agency
▪ Children develop knowledgeable and confident self-identity
▪ Children learn to interact in relation to others with care, empathy and respect

Learning
▪ Children develop dispositions for learning such as curiosity, cooperation,
confidence, creativity, commitment, enthusiasm, persistence, imagination
and reflexivity
▪ Children develop a range of skills and processes such as problem solving,
inquiry, experimentation, hypothesising, researching and investigating
▪ Children resource their own learning through connecting with people, place,
technologies and natural and processed materials
Communication

Community

▪ Children interact verbally and nonverbally with others for a range of

▪ Children develop a sense of belonging to groups and communities and an
understanding of the reciprocal rights and responsibilities necessary for

purposes
▪ Children express ideas and make meaning using a range of media

active community participation
▪ Children respond to diversity with respect & become aware of fairness
▪ Children become socially responsible and show respect for the environment

▪ Children begin to understand how symbols and patterns systems work
▪ Children use information and communication technologies to access
information, investigate ideas and represent their thinking

Wellbeing
▪ Children become strong in their social and emotional wellbeing
▪ Children take increasing responsibility for their own health and physical

wellbeing
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Our Learning Environments
HOME
Home corner encourages:
▪ Children to feel a sense of belonging
▪ Dramatic play
▪ Social skills
▪ Language development
▪ Cultural learning and acceptance

▪ Imaginative play
▪ Expression of ideas and emotions
▪ Conflict resolution

▪ Team work

ART / CREATIVE AREA

COGNITIVE SPACE
Activities that Enhance Cognitive Learning
▪ Role playing activities in a dramatic play area; grocery store, or any activity
where children take roles. Children can learn about counting, mental and
symbolic representations of objects
▪ Simple songs and finger play build a cognitive sense of number quantities
▪ By providing a variety of puzzles, blocks and board games, children can learn
to classify, sort, and construct as well as explore relationships between
objects in terms of small, big, bigger, etc

The children learn to use different media and materials including natural
materials.

CONSTRUCTION AREA

The art area encourages:
▪ Drawing

The block area encourages:
▪ Social skills (sharing, discussing ideas, conflict resolution)

▪ Painting
▪ Pasting
▪ Learning colours and shapes

▪ Free expression of emotions
▪ Feeling part of a group
▪ Co-ordination, balance and rhythm

READING SPACE
The reading space encourages:
▪ Discussion and expression of ideas and
▪ Literacy
emotions
▪ Predicting stories
▪ Language development ▪ Feeling of being part of a group

▪ Social skills

22

▪ Time to be alone
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▪ Imaginative play by exploring imaginary places
▪ Maths concepts (investigating, measuring, experimenting, solving problems)
▪ Cognitive skills; using different ideas on what to do next reinvent & transform
Blocks can also be an open-ended activity using different materials (sticks,
shells, pine cones, pipes, blankets, cars). They give children an opportunity for
long, uninterrupted, unstructured play.
MUSIC & MOVEMENT
Music and movement encourages:
▪ Language & listening skills
▪ Social skills
▪ Awareness of personal space
▪ Strong sense of belonging

▪ Expression of ideas and emotions
▪ Learning maths and science concepts
▪ Appreciation of each other’s artwork
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Our Learning Environments (continued)
SENSORY PLAY
Sensory play includes water, sand, clay, mud & play dough.
▪ Sensory play helps children to learn and discover ideas and concepts
through touching, smelling, tasting and looking
▪ Sensory play helps children to explore new ideas, connect with nature
and each other, and have fun
PHYSICAL PLAY AREA
Physical play is crucial in the lives of little ones. Physical play is fun
and encourages healthy living by using skills like balancing, jumping, coordination, and assists in the strengthening of large muscles. Children also
learn social skills through physical play such us turn taking, fairness, being
part of a group and sportsmanship.

These learning experiences are permanent in our program and modified
according to the children’s interests, abilities and needs. Please refer to our
daily reflections where we document the children’s learning stories and
plan according to the Early Years Learning Framework.
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Community Visits
Our service values the involvement with the wider community and exposing
children to a range of enjoyable experiences. “In service” visits or programs are
organised from time to time e.g., drama workshops. Parents are notified of
these visits in advance and are welcome to attend. Children who do not
normally attend on the day of the visit are also welcome to come along provided
a parent or carer stays at the service with their child.

Festivals & Celebrations

MAY

Eid Celebrations (dates to be confirmed)
Mother’s Day celebrations
National Reconciliation Week (27th – 3rd)

JUNE

Crazy Hair Week (donation for Laneway Lunches)

JULY

Pyjama Week (19th – 23rd)

AUGUST

Red Nose Day celebrations (9th – 13th)
Children’s Book Week (dress up) (20rd – 26th)

Where possible, festivals and celebrations will be included in the program and
celebrated at a child orientated level, incorporating appropriate activities for
their level of development. The following calendar notes the festivals &
celebrations that we plan to incorporate for the year.
FEBRUARY

Chinese New Year
Teddy Bear’s Picnic (date to be confirmed)

MARCH

APRIL

24

Cultural Diversity Week (children encouraged to dress in their
cultural dress)
Harmony Day to be celebrated on March 22nd (wear orange
on the day)
ANZAC Day celebrations
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SEPTEMBER

Father’s Day celebrations

OCTOBER

National Children’s Week celebrations
Halloween Dress Up Party

NOVEMBER

Planet Ark National Recycling Week (8th – 14th)

DECEMBER

End of Year celebrations to be confirmed

A child’s birthday is a very special celebration. We have a special play cake to
help celebrate your child’s birthday. You are welcome to bring some cupcakes
or muffins that will be distributed to the children before they go home. No cake
will be eaten at the centre for allergy reasons.
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Documentation
Observations and an understanding of children’s experiences and learning are
reflected in the children’s reflection book and portfolios. Documentation is
focused on children’s strengths and mastery of developmental achievements
within a social context. Documentation may include photographs with
anecdotes about the children’s interests, abilities, experiences and
friendships, work samples and children’s dialogue and interpretation of their
learning. These may be observed in a group e.g., a small group of children
sitting together working on a task, or observations of individual children’s
learning experiences. Educators actively encourage parents to contribute to
their child’s developmental documentation.
Confidentiality is critical in the maintenance of sensitive or personal
information recorded in individual records. Therefore, sensitive or personal

information is excluded from daily documentation. At enrolment, parent
permission is sought for photos of children to be taken, stored and displayed
for programming and documenting purposes.
All children’s records are confidential and will only be released to outside
agencies with parent’s permission and/or by Court order. All records
pertaining to the child are securely stored for a period of not less than 3
years. After this time shredding will destroy the records.
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Nutrition

Provision of Food & Drink

It is important your child has nutritious food, to provide them with all the
nutrients their body needs to grow and to develop and reach their physical and
mental potential.

At Bridge Darebin we do not provide food & drink for children. It is the
responsibility of the parents to provide a labelled lunch box with healthy food
for your child to eat at snack and meal times. If your child is with us for a length
of time that will span over two snack or meal breaks, we recommend packing
food for each break into different lunch boxes, so they don’t eat everything at
once.

The National Health and Medical Research Council of Australia (NHMRC)
recommends children and adolescents maintain a varied diet which includes the
five main food groups. According to the NHMRC, children and adolescents need
to be encouraged to eat plenty of:
▪ vegetables, fruit and legumes
▪ cereals (including breads, rice, pasta and noodles) preferably wholegrain

To promote healthy eating, we request that you do not pack nuts, peanut
butter, fruit bars, cakes, sweet biscuits or other confectionary for your child.
We have a zero tolerance for tree nuts and peanuts. This policy has been

The Council also states that a healthy diet includes:
▪ lean meat, fish, poultry

▪ milks, yoghurts, cheeses
▪ limited servings of saturated fats, margarine, butter and oils
The balance of these food groups is essential for maintaining your child’s health
and wellbeing. You should encourage your child to drink plenty of water
throughout the day, as do our educators.

Healthy snacks throughout the day will also help maintain your child’s energy
levels.

developed to minimise the risk of exposure of children with severe anaphylaxis
to trigger foods.

Water & milk are the only drinks permitted, please do not give your child any
juice or sweet drinks.
If your child finishes all of the water in their provided bottles, we will refill the
bottle from the tap. We will not refill milk.

Cleaning of Bottles & Dummies
Bottles from home are not sterilized at the Centre. They are rinsed after each
feed and sent home at the end of the day for washing/sterilising.

Children’s dummies will be rinsed if required, however should be sterilised at
home.
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Parent Contact

Ways of Being Involved

Our service aims to encourage positive relationships between staff, parents,
children and the community. The interrelationships between the people
connected with each service should be facilitated through mutual respect,
warmth, support and cooperation. Since the child’s earliest experiences occur in
the home and parental interest and involvement in these experiences is
significant to the child’s development, a co-operative effort by parents and
educators is essential in providing continuity of experiences from the home to
the service.

Parents can become involved in the service by:
▪ Participating in daily events such as art & craft, reading stories, singing songs
or sharing a skill with a group of children
▪ Attending our social events
▪ Contributing ideas during discussions with educators regarding their child’s
individual program and developmental progress
▪ Sharing with us their family’s holiday photos or special occasion photos
▪ Donating recycled items for craft, play and dress-up

Through positive and open communication between parents and the service we
can ensure there is expression and acknowledgment of individual needs, and

Parental involvement is genuinely encouraged, however, to ensure the program

facilitation of shared decision making, in regards to these needs. It is important
that parents feel comfortable in taking an active role in the service to the degree

is suitable for visitors on a particular day, prior arrangements should be made
with the Room Leader. If a difficulty arises as a result of parent participation and

that they are able.

the Director determines this form of parental involvement is unsettling for the
children a decision will be made to discontinue such arrangements.
Parents can make suggestions to enhance the service’s program by:
▪ Putting their ideas in writing into the ‘Suggestion Box’ located at reception
▪ Communicating with the service via phone or email
▪ Completing questionnaires and surveys

▪ Speaking to educators and management about their views
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Communicating with Parents

Concerns, Complaints & Feedback

The service keeps parents informed of news and events via email and Xplor
software, and also places hard copies of information on display throughout the
centre. Regular newsletters from management are produced and circulated and
published on Xplor.
Important notices e.g., notification of an outbreak of a contagious illness, are
placed in prominent locations throughout the Centre and on Xplor and/or by
email. Reminder notices are given regarding special events being held at the
Centre.

Parents are welcome to discuss all aspects of their child’s development, or the
operation of the service with the staff. If parents at any time have a concern or
complaint they are encouraged to follow the centre’s External Complaints Policy
and Procedure.
Compliments, complaints and other forms of feedback provide valuable
information on levels of client satisfaction and provide us with an opportunity to
improve upon all aspects of service. Feedback will be taken seriously and will be
seen as an opportunity for improvement.

The notice boards throughout the service display information about current
events/programs in the community, information about child health and safety as

If parents have any feedback (positive or negative), concerns or issues

well as specific centre information.

with child care, you are encouraged to speak with the Children’s Services
Manager. Our Manager is very open and willing to listen. The more you

communicate with us the more we can address your concerns.
If any issues are not resolved with the Children’s Services Manager, then a
meeting with the Bridge’s Executive Officer will be organised to try and resolve
the problem. If you think that the issue remains unresolved, you are entitled to
access DET (Department of Education and Training) by contacting them
on 1300 307 415 or email licensed.childrens.services@edumail.vic.gov.au
Parents’ comments, ideas, and input are welcomed at all times. Please speak
directly to one of the staff, or write it in our parents/staff communication book
located in the children’s room next to the sign-in book.
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Our Commitment to Child Safety
Bridge Darebin is committed to child safety, participation and empowerment.
We support and respect all children, as well as our staff and volunteers. We
have a zero tolerance for child abuse; all allegations and safety concerns will
be treated seriously and consistently in line with our policies and procedures.
We have legal obligations to contact authorities when we are worried about a
child’s safety, which we follow rigorously. Our organisation is committed to
preventing child abuse and identifying risks early, taking steps to remove and
reduce these risks.
We are committed to regularly training and educating our staff and
volunteers on the seriousness of child abuse, as well as ways to read the signs
of possible abuse.

We are committed to the cultural safety of all members within our
organisation, staff & clients alike. This includes but is not limited to
Indigenous families, multicultural families, linguistically diverse backgrounds
and children with a disability. We have specific policies, procedures and
training in place that support our leadership team, staff and volunteers to
achieve these commitments.
If you believe a child is at immediate risk of abuse, phone 000.

Our Child Safe Policy can be viewed in the children’s room.
In the case of a Pandemic all standards set by the Department of Education
and Training, under direction of the Chief Health Officer are strictly adhered
to.
Bridge Darebin Children’s Services – Parent Handbook
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Dealing with Infectious Diseases

Sickness

A list of common infectious illnesses, their exclusion periods and policies and
procedures related to illness and minimising the spread of infectious diseases
are available at the service.
If your child presents at the service with signs of illness, the Director may advise
they are not well enough to participate in the service’s daily activities and you
will be asked to make alternative arrangements until they are well or the
exclusion period has ended (you may be asked to provide a medical clearance
letter before your child can return).

When making your decision about whether you should send your child to child
care, ask yourself these questions:
▪ Will my child comfortably and happily participate in the activities of the day?
▪ Will the service be able to care for my child without it affecting their ability to
look after the other children?
▪ Will my child pass the illness on to their playmates if I send them in today?

Should your child become ill at the service; observation, documentation and first
aid will commence and you may be contacted to collect your child from the
service and seek further medical advice. Please note that paracetamol (Panadol)
is not regarded as first response and can only be administered in emergency

situations and with prior written parental consent. It is important that you read
the service’s medication policy carefully to know the guidelines for educators to
administer medication to your child including Panadol, prescription and nonprescription medication.

We ask parents to keep their child home if they show any of these symptoms:
▪ High temperature (over 37.5 degrees)
▪ Vomiting (exclusion for 24 hour after the last vomit)
▪ Diarrhoea (exclusion for 24 hours from the last loose bowel motion)
Often the first sign of illness is a raised temperature. If a child develops a
temperature of 37.5C or more while at the centre, their parent (or emergency
contact) will be notified and asked to collect the child.
If staff notice that your child is developing any symptoms of high temperature,
rash on the skin or conjunctivitis in the eyes, they will:

At Bridge Darebin we recognise the importance of the rights of children to be
cared for in a healthy and safe environment. Staff follow strict hygiene practices:

▪ Comfort the child by sitting one-on-one with them
▪ Give the child a drink of water & take off any extra clothing

▪
▪
▪
▪

▪ Document any symptoms as well as the temperature reading
▪ Call the parent (or emergency contact) immediately to come and pick up the
child if their temperature is in excess of 37.5C or their symptoms warrant
leaving the service for the day

Washing and drying hands regularly
Cleaning and sanitising toys regularly
Strict nappy change procedure to prevent cross contamination
Safe food hygiene practices at all times

A copy of the infectious diseases policy can be viewed in the children’s room.
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A copy of the illness policy can be viewed in the children’s room.
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Accidents

Emergency Procedures

If a child injures him/herself at the service and the Responsible Person considers
immediate medical attention is necessary; parents will be contacted and
requested to take the child to a doctor. If parents cannot be contacted then the
emergency contact will be notified. Parents are required to pick up their child as
soon as possible.

A copy of our Fire and Emergency Procedures is displayed in the children’s room
and in the reception area. Staff are required to be familiar with emergency
procedures, with evacuation and lockdown drills practiced regularly (once per
Term, with the children). Staff regularly communicate the importance of the
practice with the children.

If it is considered that there is a medical emergency and that immediate hospital
treatment is required, an ambulance will be called. Staff will endeavour to
contact parents. If this is not possible, the emergency contact or Doctor
nominated by the parents will be called. Any ambulance or medical expenses
will be the responsibility of the parent.

Children’s attendances are recorded through the sign-in book. Parents and
persons authorised to drop off/collect children are required to sign in & out to
ensure accurate records in the case of an emergency.
Should the centre need to be evacuated the assembly points are listed on the
emergency evacuation procedure.

All information relating to injury is recorded using our Accident/Injury/Illness
form which must be signed by the parent. Please inform staff, when you arrive,
if your child has had an accident whilst absent from the centre, e.g., overnight,
weekend etc.

Smoking, Alcohol & Illegal Drugs
Smoking is not permitted on the premises including outside areas and car park.
Alcohol is not to be consumed on the premises during the hours of operation.

Serious, critical or recurring issues will be reported in writing to the Regulatory

The presence and consumption of illegal drugs is not permitted on the premises.

Authority within 24 hours on a Notification of Serious Incident form in
accordance with the Education and Care Services National Regulations 2011.

A First Aid Kit containing emergency instructions is maintained at the service. A
First Aid trained staff member is on the premises during the services operating
hours. No drugs are kept on the premises.
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Anaphylaxis & Serious Medical Conditions

Medications

If your child has anaphylaxis, you must make an appointment with the Children’s
Services Team Leader prior to your child attending the centre.

If a child requires medication during the day, all details are to be recorded on
our Medication Form and signed by the parent / guardian. Medication will not be
given to children without a parent’s permission.

You are requested to provide an EpiPen for you child to use at the centre in the
case of an emergency. It must be clearly labelled with their name. An

Anaphylaxis Action Plan must be provided and signed by your doctor. A risk
minimisation plan is set up in conjunction with the family to ensure all measures
are taken for the child to stay safe in the centre.
The centre does not have any spare EpiPens on the premises.
A copy of our Anaphylaxis Policy is available for all families.

IMPORTANT
If your child suffers from a life-threatening condition, Action Plans must be
provided. An Anaphylaxis Action Plan, Asthma Action Plan or Allergy Action Plan
must be given to the centre to display.
We can provide you with a copy upon request.
*Refer to page 10 for more information on Medical Conditions.

All medication must be in the original bottle and have been prescribed for that
particular child.
All staff are to check with parents when signing for medication that the dosage
authorised by parents is the same as that on the child’s named medication. If the
medication does not indicate dosage for appropriate age i.e., no prescribed
dose for under 2’s (e.g., some cough mixtures) the staff are not to administer
without a medical certificate from the child’s doctor.
If the dosage authorised by parents exceeds that on the medication staff must
Administer dosages only as prescribed on the medication.
We request that any medications be given directly to staff to store out of reach
of children. Do not leave in medications in your child’s bag.
Note: no paracetamol will be given to the children without a letter from your
doctor.

A copy of the medication policy is available in the children’s room.
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Late Pick Up Protocol
If parents / approved adults are late picking up children, late fees apply (as
detailed on page 13).
When a child has not been picked up after 10 minutes from the session finish
time, we will:

▪ Contact the parent/guardian and the provided emergency numbers at
least 4 times per hour
▪ Inform Bridge darebin's Chief Executive Officer
▪ If no contact has been made with the parent/guardian or the provided
emergency contacts after 1 hour, the Community Policing Squad will be
contacted
In the above circumstance, late fees will apply.
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Sun Protection

Sleep & Rest

Our service takes care to protect children and staff from direct exposure to the
sun. This is extremely important as children are very vulnerable to sunburn,
which can increase their changes of skin cancer by almost 50%. This cancer is one
of the most common forms prevalent in Australia and skin damage from
sunburn can never be repaired.

The service aims to provide sleep and rest periods for children which meet the
individual needs of the children and their families.

Our service abides by all state regulations and the child care building code in
regards to the amount of manufactured and natural shade available in the
playground. We recommend that parents pack clothing for children that will
protect them from the sun, including longer sleeved t-shirts instead of singlets,
and loose clothing which covers all of their body (no midriffs or bare backs).

Time to rest is extremely important to young children who are exposed to a very
full busy day. Sleep and rest times should be pleasant occasions for children
during which they are encouraged to take a rest appropriate to their individual
and developmental needs.

We ensure all children are protected from the harmful effects of the sun when
UV rays are over 3. We use the see UV app (Cancer Council’s UV app) to alert us
when the UV rating exceeds 3.

The service provides a safe and risk free sleep environment for children by
following guidelines set out by the National S.I.D.S. Council of Australia.

Children are to be comfortably dressed for sleep and covered appropriately for
room temperatures. Educators are sensitive to cultural differences in attitudes

to dressing for sleep.

Sunscreen is provided by the centre - we ask parents to apply sunscreen on their
child’s face and body at the beginning of the session. If you prefer your own
sunscreen, please apply it to your child before you leave. You can view our Sun
Smart policy in the children’s room.

Staff will:
▪ Ensure all outdoor experiences are set up in a shady area
▪ Discuss with children the importance of being sun smart
▪ Encourage children to stay in the shade while playing outside
▪ Ensure all children and staff are wearing a sun smart hat
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Behaviour Guidance
At our service we recognise the importance of promoting acceptable behaviour
within the child care setting. We believe that all children have the right to expect
positive approaches to discipline by providing a calm, caring and enjoyable
environment, which fosters self-esteem, respect, tolerance and self-control.
Behaviours which injure people either emotionally or physically or damage
property are not acceptable. Educators and staff need to ensure that through
their positive guidance of behaviour, they promote an environment that is safe,
fair and considerate to all. Positive guidance of behaviour is the teaching in
relation to what is a good thing to do and what is not, what is safe, what pleases
other people and what angers and hurts other people.
Our educators are trained to deal with difficult behaviours in different ways:
▪ Role modelling: young children learn how to behave by imitating adults. Staff

▪
▪

▪
▪
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are aware of the need to display responsible, professional and caring
behaviours at all times
Limit setting: Staff will discuss simple rules with the children in a calm and
positive tone. These rules are followed and applied consistently
Problem solving: Staff will reason with the children by asking questions, to
encourage them to solve their own problems
Listening: Staff will listen to the children’s feelings, behaviours, cues and
body language to prevent outbursts
Redirecting: When a child has an outburst, staff will provide comfort and
privacy. When the child is calm staff will redirect them to a quieter activity
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In the case of persistent inappropriate behaviour, educators will consult with
the child’s parents/ guardians. The Room Leader will discuss the situation with
the parents/guardians in private, in an attempt to find the possible cause/s of
the behaviour. The Room Leader and the parents/guardians will, together,
develop strategies for dealing with the inappropriate behaviour, which could be
implemented at home and at the service.
Should it be necessary, and with the consent of the parent/guardian, advice and
assistance will be sought from relevant external specialists to address the
matter. In extreme cases, to protect other children and staff, the centre
reserves the right to exclude the child from the group; this may be a temporary
or permanent measure.
You can view our behaviour management policy in the children’s room.
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Questions
If you have any questions relating to our service or any of the details
outlined in this handbook, you are encouraged to speak to our service staff.
Your child’s educators are the best place to start, as they are with your child
on a regular basis. However, if you wish to speak with a senior member of

the wider Bride Darebin team, this can be arranged through reception.
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